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Prolinea Espag 

Window Handle

The Prolinea Espag Handle, is available in

cranked and inline versions and features a

contemporary new rose and screw cover cap.

The rose cleverly conceals an internal 90

degree stop which prevents gearbox

overstressing and, in turn, a colour matched

screw cap covers the whole of the rose. This

results in a handle with minimal, modern sight

lines.

The ergonomic push button assembly provides

smooth operation and meets child safety

regulations. Finger grips provide optimum

comfort when the handle is in use.

The Prolinea Espag handle is available in

locking, non-locking and green button egress

versions for emergency exit requirements.

Precision manufactured from a high

performance zinc alloy, the Prolinea Espag

handle has been successfully tested to

500,000 cycles – more than twenty times the

standard requirement.

All finishes come complete with fixing screws

as standard. Each handle is supplied with a

ten year mechanical warranty and a two year

labour guarantee.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

Pin Length: 35mm

Style: Inline and Cranked, Left and Right Handed

Type: Locking, Non-Locking, Green Button Egress

Finishes: White, Gold, Chrome, Smokey Chrome,

Satin Silver



Connoisseur Mk1 

Cranked Espag 

Window Handle

The Connoisseur Mk1 Cranked window espag

handle is one of our most popular standard

choices for our timber window range.

Allowing more hand space between the frame

and wall, the Connoisseur Mk1 Cranked

window espag handle available in both left

and right handed versions.

Manufactured in solid die cast alloy, the

Connoisseur Mk1 features a long lever grip for

easy operation, and the finish has been salt

spray tested.

Furthermore, the handle features an

exceptional quality locking mechanism with a

quick release push button operation on all

types.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

Pin Lengths: 15mm - 40mm

Style: Cranked and Inline, Left and Right Handed

Type: Locking and non-locking button

conversion available

Finishes: White, Gold, Chrome, Smokey Chrome,

Satin Silver



Camelot Monkey Tail 

Espag Handle

The Camelot Monkey Tail Espag handle is

traditionally manufactured and enhanced by

modern technology, to provide a competitive

alternative to traditional iron work.

Made from malleable iron, the Camelot

Monkey Tail Espag handle presents the ideal

solution for retaining the classic look of period

windows, whilst its compatibility with

contemporary locking systems ensures that it

is as elegant as it is secure.

Strength tested to the equivalent of a modern

espagnolette window handle, the Camelot

Monkey Tail Espag is a particularly popular

accompaniment to our Heritage window

range.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

Pin Length: 40mm

Style: Left and right handed

Finishes: Black

Back Plate: 20mm x 60mm



Camelot Monkey 

Tail Stay

The Camelot Monkey Stay bar will add a

classic finish to any traditional looking window

Suitable for both left and right handed

windows, is an ideal accompaniment to the

matching Camelot Monkey Tail Espag,

providing the ideal solution for your heritage

windows.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

Lengths: Available in 8”, 10” and 12”

Style: Suitable for both left and right

handed windows

Finishes: Black



Deluxe Monkey Tail 

Espag Handle

The Deluxe Monkey Tail Espag handle is a

unique, traditionally designed Monkey tail

handle for all types of espagnolette windows.

Manufactured from ‘Zamak’ steel, this deluxe

handle has the functional advantages of a

standard pvcu handle, but with all the

aesthetics of a traditional design.

With a fixed 40mm spindle which allows for

cutting, its washered knuckle encourages a

smoother action and longer-life.

Supplied complete with key and matching fixing

screws, the Deluxe Monkey Tail Espag handle is

lockable by way of a grub screw in the handle,

and comes with a strong Allen key.

Uniquely designed to allow any size of hand to

fit comfortably without fear of scraping against

window, the Deluxe Monkey Tail Espag handle

has proven to be one of our most popular

premium choice of handles.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

Overall Size: 150mm x 45mm

Style: Available for both left and right handed

window options

Finishes: Black

Back Plate: 50mm x 16mm



Slim Monkey Tail 

Espag Window 

Fastener

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

Overall Size: 123mm x 45mm

Style: Available for both left and right handed

locking options

Finishes: Black

Back Plate: 60mm x 19mm x 8mm

Similar to our Camelot and Deluxe Monkey Tail

handle options, this Slim Monkey Tail

Espagnolette Window Fastener offers the

traditional look with a very modern

application.

However, where it differs from its peers is with

its slim-line fixing plate, which allows it to be

fitted onto any modern espagnolette rod or

stand-alone centre lock, with utmost ease.

With its 7mm fixed spindle, the Slim Monkey

Tail Espagnolette Window Fastener can be

locked by way of a grub screw, intelligently

hidden underneath the handle.

Furthermore, this aesthetically pleasing

fastener is protected with a durable,

corrosion-resistant finish, ensuring that its

toughened exterior is suited to even the most

adverse of weather conditions.



Celtic Cranked 

Locking Espag 

Window Handle

Celtic is an elegant range of Solid Brass locking

espagnolette window handles offering a

traditional appearance to a modern

performance window.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

Spindle Length: 40mm

Style: Available for both left and right handed

locking options

Finishes: Bronze, Chrome, Polished Brass, Satin

Chrome

Back Plate: 20mm



Tube Cranked Allen Key 

Locking Espag Handle

This Stainless Steel Cranked Locking Espag Handle

boasts a contemporary, elegant round bar design.

which comes complete with an Allen key for locking.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

Spindle Length: 35mm

Style: Available for both left and right handed

locking options

Finishes: Stainless Steel

Back Plate: 20mm



Concept Stainless 

Steel Locking Espag 

Window Handle

This Stainless Steel Cranked Locking Espag

Handle boasts a contemporary, elegant round

bar design. which comes complete with an

Allen key for locking.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

Spindle Length: 5mm

Style: Available in right handed option only

Finishes: Stainless Steel

Back Plate: 20mm


